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From the author of Blessings and Still Life with Bread Crumbs, Anna
Quindlen’s classic reflection on a meaningful life is the perfect gift for
graduation, or any occasion.

“Life is made of moments, small pieces of silver amidst long stretches of tedium.
It would be wonderful if they came to us unsummoned, but particularly in lives as
busy as the ones most of us lead now, that won’t happen. We have to teach
ourselves now to live, really live . . . to love the journey, not the destination.”

In this treasure of a book, Anna Quindlen, the bestselling novelist and columnist,
reflects on what it takes to “get a life”—to live deeply every day and from your
own unique self, rather than merely to exist through your days. “Knowledge of
our own mortality is the greatest gift God ever gives us,” Quindlen writes,
“because unless you know the clock is ticking, it is so easy to waste our days, our
lives.” Her mother died when Quindlen was nineteen: “It was the dividing line
between seeing the world in black and white, and in Technicolor. The lights
came on for the darkest possible reason. . . . I learned something enduring, in a
very short period of time, about life. And that was that it was glorious, and that
you had no business taking it for granted.” But how to live from that perspective,
to fully engage in our days? In A Short Guide to a Happy Life, Quindlen guides
us with an understanding that comes from knowing how to see the view, the
richness in living.
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From the author of Blessings and Still Life with Bread Crumbs, Anna Quindlen’s classic reflection on a
meaningful life is the perfect gift for graduation, or any occasion.

“Life is made of moments, small pieces of silver amidst long stretches of tedium. It would be wonderful if
they came to us unsummoned, but particularly in lives as busy as the ones most of us lead now, that won’t
happen. We have to teach ourselves now to live, really live . . . to love the journey, not the destination.”

In this treasure of a book, Anna Quindlen, the bestselling novelist and columnist, reflects on what it takes to
“get a life”—to live deeply every day and from your own unique self, rather than merely to exist through
your days. “Knowledge of our own mortality is the greatest gift God ever gives us,” Quindlen writes,
“because unless you know the clock is ticking, it is so easy to waste our days, our lives.” Her mother died
when Quindlen was nineteen: “It was the dividing line between seeing the world in black and white, and in
Technicolor. The lights came on for the darkest possible reason. . . . I learned something enduring, in a very
short period of time, about life. And that was that it was glorious, and that you had no business taking it for
granted.” But how to live from that perspective, to fully engage in our days? In A Short Guide to a Happy
Life, Quindlen guides us with an understanding that comes from knowing how to see the view, the richness
in living.
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Editorial Review

Amazon.com Review
"I'm not particularly qualified by profession or education to give advice and counsel," confesses author Anna
Quindlen, as she begins this tender little instruction book. "It's widely known in a small circle that I make a
mean tomato sauce, and I know many inventive ways to hold a baby while nursing, although I haven't had
the opportunity to use any of them in years."

It is precisely this commonplace form of wisdom that make readers trust and respect Quindlen. She uses her
candid, heart-to-heart narrative voice along with her novel-writer descriptive skills to show readers how good
we have it: "Life is made up of moments, small pieces of mica in a long stretch of glittering gray cement."
Later she urges readers to "Look at the fuzz on a baby's ear. Read in the backyard with the sun on your face."
The format smacks of "gift book," with an abundance of pleasing, artsy photographs. Don't be ashamed to
fall for the packaging, though. This is one of those books that could remain in the living room for years or in
the family for generations. --Gail Hudson

From Booklist
The beloved Newsweek columnist on how to get a life. Little as well as short. Ray Olson
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved

From the Inside Flap
"Life is made of moments, small pieces of silver amidst long stretches of tedium. It would be wonderful if
they came to us unsummoned, but particularly in lives as busy as the ones most of us lead now, that won't
happen. We have to teach ourselves now to live, really live...to love the journey, not the destination."
In this treasure of a book, Anna Quindlen, the bestselling novelist and columnist, reflects on what it takes to
"get a life"--to live deeply every day and from your own unique self, rather than merely to exist through your
days. "Knowledge of our own mortality is the greatest gift God ever gives us," Quindlen writes, "because
unless you know the clock is ticking, it is so easy to waste our days, our lives." Her mother died when
Quindlen was nineteen: "It was the dividing line between seeing the world in black and white, and in
Technicolor. The lights came on for the darkest possible reason....I learned something enduring, in a very
short period of time, about life. And that was that it was glorious, and that you had no business taking it for
granted." But how to live from that perspective, to fully engage in our days? In A Short Guide to a Happy
Life, Quindlen guides us with an understanding that comes from knowing how to see the view, the richness
in living.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Anita Pfeifer:

In this 21st century, people become competitive in most way. By being competitive today, people have do
something to make these people survives, being in the middle of often the crowded place and notice by
surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated the item for a while is reading.
Yeah, by reading a reserve your ability to survive raise then having chance to stand up than other is high. For
you who want to start reading the book, we give you this particular A Short Guide to a Happy Life book as
basic and daily reading publication. Why, because this book is more than just a book.

http://localhost/gp/feature.html/?docId=1000027801


Francis Pilkington:

Reading a publication can be one of a lot of exercise that everyone in the world really likes. Do you like
reading book thus. There are a lot of reasons why people like it. First reading a book will give you a lot of
new details. When you read a reserve you will get new information mainly because book is one of various
ways to share the information or perhaps their idea. Second, studying a book will make you more
imaginative. When you studying a book especially fictional works book the author will bring you to
definitely imagine the story how the people do it anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to other
individuals. When you read this A Short Guide to a Happy Life, it is possible to tells your family, friends in
addition to soon about yours book. Your knowledge can inspire average, make them reading a e-book.

Jason Faria:

You can spend your free time to study this book this reserve. This A Short Guide to a Happy Life is simple
bringing you can read it in the area, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not have much space to
bring often the printed book, you can buy typically the e-book. It is make you much easier to read it. You can
save typically the book in your smart phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one
buys this book.

William Stone:

What is your hobby? Have you heard this question when you got college students? We believe that that
query was given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And
you know that little person such as reading or as examining become their hobby. You should know that
reading is very important and also book as to be the point. Book is important thing to include you
knowledge, except your personal teacher or lecturer. You discover good news or update in relation to
something by book. Numerous books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them is niagra A
Short Guide to a Happy Life.
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